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ABSTRACT
We take a practical approach on learning how to bid in sponsored
search auctions, and model the problem of improving real world
profit of advertisers in sponsored search auction as a meta-learning
problem of configuring adaptive bidding agents. We construct a
fully agent-based sponsored search auction simulator that 1) cap-
tures the dynamic nature of sponsored search auctions, 2) emulates
the interface of Google AdWords platforms, and 3) can be cus-
tomized and extended by modules. We then present Meta-LQKG al-
gorithm, an agent-based meta-learning algorithm using knowledge
gradient, and show the effect of meta-learning with Meta-LQKG
on the performance of adaptive bidding agents.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we illuminate the fundamental agent-based nature of
sponsored search auctions and propose a meta-learning approach
to improve the performance of learning agents facing competitors
with real-time learning capacity in the auctions.

There are many adaptive approaches using reinforcement learn-
ing and artificial intelligence to find the optimal bidding from the
advertiser’s perspective [16] [17] [13]. However, when it comes to
revenue maximization by learning from auctions, the revenue of
the search engine is the usual target [10] [3] [5] [12] [14], and there
are few works optimizing from the individual bidder’s side in the
sponsored search auction [2] [8].

Most research on the adaptive bidding algorithms for sponsored
search auctions rely on the snapshots of auction history, despite the
fact that adaptive bidding agents can participate in the actual spon-
sored search auctions. On the contrary, there are many real world
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auctions modeled using agent-based simulation, such as dynamic
online auctions [11] [6], FCC spectrum auctions [4], the auctions
for electricity [9] and its transmission rights [18].

Our contribution in this paper is to address the gaps in the
current literature of learning in online advertisement auctions by:

(1) modeling the adaptive bidding problem from the persepctive
of the bidding agent acting as a proxy for the advertiser,

(2) constructing a fully agent-based, modular simulator config-
ured for sponsored search auctions, and

(3) designing an online meta-learning algorithm that can be
applied to adaptive bidding algorithms.

2 ALGORITHM AND SIMULATOR
We model the meta-learning problem of finding the suitable hy-
perparameter ρ ∈ P in the learning algorithm for a bidding agent,
as a stochastic optimization problem, by extending the language
from the Markov decision process that models the underlying bid-
ding problem in the sponsored search auction. The meta-learning
problem structure assumes that the bidding agent have a budget of
testing N different ρ’s, where each ρ is tested for T time steps, as
depicted in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Diagram of meta-learning of a bidding agent in a
fully agent-based sponsored search auction simulator.
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(a) Grid Search (b) Random Search (c) Meta-LQKG

Figure 2: Plots of the average cumulative profit of all bidding policies in the simulated auctions (T = 24,N = 20).

The objective function of the agent-based meta-learning in learn-
ing how to bid is defined as:

Meta-learning problem to find best ρ in N trials︷                                                              ︸︸                                                              ︷
max
π ∈Πρ

E
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Bidding problem for T steps
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]
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where during each iteration n the bidding agents bid and learn
its parameter θnt from t = 0 to T − 1, and then ρn+1 is deter-
mined. The optimization goal is to maximize the expectation of
the sum of the advertising profit from every time step t , where
C
(
Snt ,X

π (
Snt

��θnt , ρn ) ,W n
t+1

)
is the observed profit from following

the bidding policy Xπ given θnt and ρn in time t . Snt stands for the
state variable at time t in iteration n, which corresponds to nT + t
time steps from the initial state S00 . We set Sn+10 = SnT to model
online learning.

We construct Meta-LQKG, a meta-learning algorithm to solve
problem (1) by adapting locally quadratic knowledge gradient al-
gorithm [1] to general online learning problems [15]. The details
of the Meta-LQKG algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1, where the
belief state Bn at iteration n contains the multivariable Normal
distribution parameters that model the three quadratic coefficients
modeling the “bidding problem” portion of (1).

The fully agent-based simulator of sponsored search auction is
designed to interact with a group of bidding agent modules and
other modules corresponding to different elements of sponsored
search auctions. The Python code and the documentation of the
simulator are available in a Github repository [7].

3 RESULTS
Weuse the finite horizon cumulative profits to compare the practical
benefit of using different methods of searching hyperparameter
for adaptive bidding policy. We compare the performance of the
Meta-LQKG algorithm against twomost frequently usedmethods in
practice: grid search and random search. Against a pool of adaptive
bidding competitors, we test two types of tunable policies: interval
estimation bidding (IE-bid) policy and UCB bidding (UCBtuned-bid)
policy, and due to space limitation we present the result from IE-bid.

Algorithm 1 Meta-LQKG: Meta Learning with Locally Quadratic
Knowledge Gradient

Require: P,N ,T , S00,B
0,W , ρ0,κ

Randomly select ρ0 ∈ P, if ρ0 not provided.
for n = 0, · · · ,N − 1 do

for t = 0, · · · ,T − 1 do
Let Ĉnt+1 = C

(
Snt ,X

π
t
(
Snt

��θnt , ρn ) ,W n
t+1

)
Update θnt+1 ← Θπ

(
θnt ,W

n
t+1

��ρn )
end for
Compute д̂n+1 =

∑T−1
t=0 Ĉ

n
t+1

Let κ = max diag (Σn ) if κ not provided
Bn+1 ← LQKG-Update

(
Bn, ρn, д̂n+1,κ

)
ν
LQKG
n (ρ) ← LQKG-Compute

(
Bn+1,κ,P

)
ρn+1 = argmaxρ ∈P ν

LQKG
n+1 (ρ)

end for
ρ∗,N ← LQKG-Select-Best

(
BN ,P

)

For IE-bid, we set P as [−0.3, 0.3] separated into 50 elements, as
the bid function of IE-bid policy allows both positive and negative
values. We repeat 10 independent runs of experiment with different
random seeds, and report the evolution trajectory of the sample
mean of the cumulative profits averaged over 10 runs in Figure
2. The result suggests that for the IE-bid policy the Meta-LQKG
algorithm improves the practical performance of IE-bid policy as
shown in Figure 2c compared to Figures 2a and 2b.

4 CONCLUSION
From a practical perspective on deploying adaptive bidding algo-
rithms in sponsored search auction, we model a meta-learning
problem of optimally configuring the adaptive bidding agent with
the goal of improving the expected finite horizon cumulative profit
of the agent. We construct a fully agent-based simulator with cus-
tomizable modules and present the Meta-LQKG algorithm to tune
the bidding algorithms. We demonstrate the potential advantage of
using meta-learning approach to tune bidding algorithms to gain
comparative advantage over grid search and random search.
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